First Year Seminar

Core Competencies

- Writing (LO2)
- Oral Communication (LO3)
- Quantitative Reasoning (LO4Q)
- Writing (LO2)
- Oral Communication (LO3)
- Quantitative Reasoning (LO4A)
- Global Diversity (LO5G)
- Language or Non-Western Focus (LO5L or NW)
- U.S. Diversity and Equity (LO6)

Critical and Creative Thinking

- Scientific Inquiry (LO7)
- Social Scientific Methods (LO9)
- Creative Process (LO8)
- Historical and Critical Analysis (LO10)

Experiential Learning

- Civic Engagement (LO1)

Choose an additional two

- Internship (LO1)
- Research (LO1)
- Civic Engagement (LO1)
- Study Away (LO1)
- Leadership (LO1)

Culminating Reflection